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such instances could be cited. Indirect proof would be
found in cases, where behind the apparent spontaneity of
the production there stands a higher ' must', that reveals
the imperative nature of its demand if the creative activity
is renounced voluntarily, or in those difficult psychic
complications which immediately ensue in the event of an
arbitrary interruption of the artistic production.
Practical analysis of artists invariably shows not
only the strength of the creative impulse springing from
the unconscious, but also its splenetic and arbitrary character.
We have only to turn to any of the biographies of the great
artists to find abundant evidence of the way in which the
creative urge works upon them; often it is so imperious
that it actually absorbs every human impulse, yoking every-
thing to the service of the work, even at the cost of health
and common human happiness. The unborn work in the soul
of the artist is a force of nature that effects its purpose, either
with tyrannical might, or with that subtle cunning which
nature brings to the achievement of her end, quite regardless
of the personal weal or woe of the man who is the vehicle
of the creative force. The creative energy lives and waxes
in the man as a tree in the earth from which it takes its
nourishment. It might be well, therefore, to regard the
creative process as a living thing, implanted, as it were,
in the souls of men. In terms of analytical psychology this
is an autonomous complex. It is in fact a detached portion
of the psyche that leads an independent psychic life with-
drawn from the hierarchy of consciousness, and in proportion
to its energic value or force, may appear as a mere disturbance
of the voluntarily directed process of consciousness, or as a
superordinated authority which may take the ego bodily into
its service. The latter case, therefore, would be the poet who
is identified with the creative process and who at once
acquiesces whenever the unconscious 'must1 threatens.
But the other poet to whom the creative element appears
almost as a foreign power, is unable for one reason or another

